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The obji.-ctll-15sof this'ch2pter are to address the meaning, context, and
prob! m a t i c isuies of curr-ncy ir, Nigerian public administr~tion,and to
look cri:ically at tht civil service'reforms as a verithle means of iniproving
Nigerlxi y X c adninistratio~,which is the same in content and scope of
pibli:: admiristration as in other cocntrizs. What makes the difference is
the envkorxxn: c r context in which it cakes place. The actors also nake
nu..!;of &i:difference but it is comrmn knowledge that the firdl
dispmi:icr! of the actors is a function of environmental influences. The
pecuiixicy ~f Nigerian, pub!ic adn:inistr&n is infarmed by the raiher
linusual po1;tical setting dominated by militarism, epileptic economic
!
x octopusness of ethnic coi~sciousness,the less
fortdnes 3rd v!sfor-tu~es, t
thm a d q u t e technical competence of carezr persons, and other
e n v i r o n m n u l variables such as religion and popu!stion. Whzt is r n w
Nigerian puMc admbi-stration has been growing ucder a non-democratic
' cuihre.
Icdeed the military, which has dorni:nted governancz since
Nigeria's independecce, has had a more sigrificant influence on it.Comequcr;:Iy, it is obvious th;: most of the tenets of bureatlcracy have
e ;,,-..r
~ t . p bee.: igncred, ohlitc~rated,
or actenuated, because the key actors are
regimented, .as they have to .obey "the iast order";
This chapter will proceed by assembling a g o u p of defh4tions of public
admin.istrxior, and also justifying the reason for s?~dyingthe discipline
. .
'3-kg ~ i ' i ! ! service reforms have been specialIy isoIarzd as a contemporaw
r.i+:.: kt Sigzrisn public xhinistra;ion, which will .$jo >e addressed in thb
ciriPtar. Finally s o x e fieoretical framework 1 ~ i i k i nwhich useful i5'':'
=cr.:ko rekmxs should k!i: place are put in perspective.

Mns! cf 11s w x e h i m :i p b i i c !xspitds, 3r3dxi:,-Z
?pi;:;<j<f;;l(i:j.
ax! brushed our teeth with waxr from pibiic water s u p p ! ~s;i~remr;. Wc
ride yjubiic rrmportation or drive c:: publlc roads in vehicies whosz safety
arr: regulaicil by another public ag-ncy. Every organizntion,
fea.~^~ir.s
accordL1.g :o Adebayo (1982), in modern society consists of m r ? y <itf::rer.t
groxps of people wovzn together in 3 :on;?licated process to achiwe tk;:
objectlv;:~or' the orgar:ization.
This ccmplicated p r m s s , which takes p!ace in organizarions, is called
adninisrmion. It inc;udes p l s r x i ~ g ,organiziag, cowunmtTing, coordinating. a.d controllin:. Public adi~linislrationis therebre gowrxnei:tai
adrninustr~tionand opzrates in the particular sphere cf gcverrLciznts. It is
the machinery for icp1emeil:ing g.jvernmer:t policy Being a ?;is: of the
whole universal practice of adiiinisrraricn, it d : 2 ~from
~ the s a n e stream
o f h e uni~er.dinyof administration in devising the process tc; achieve its
objectives '(Adebayo 1982).
The central purpose of public administratim, according to Akpan
(198,2), is :he utilization of scarce resources for the sustenance and common
well-being of rnern'eers within a giver: polity. Incidenta!!~, the scarce
resmrczs in Nigeria are no Ionger what Akpan perceived in 1952. Tinings
have worsened 2nd public agcncies are collapsing, owing to lack o1
resources, and creating more social problems that were never conceived.
Thz task befare Nigerian public administration is therefor< huge. Tin;::
has gone when just anybody of aveiage- intelligence could perform in thc
public sectm. Public administration is na lonser a conveyor belt, which
mechmicaliy executes the instructions passed on to it by poiicy rn3kt.r~.
The responsibility of government for social and economic development has
assumed great magnitude and demands exacting standards of efficiency,
especiaily now thar we are talking about sustainabk development - a
development t?at does not endanger the natural systems that support lifz or:
,earth. The tasks of coordinative activities within and between pub!ic
institutions ar.d irnplemzoting government policies aimed at alleviaci22
poverty, rejuvenating plrlic enterprises, harnessing human resources arx:
facilitating sustainable development are conxrnpornry issues in Nizt'ri !i:
public adnii;is;iation, which can only be address.;.:! :liroilgh a Icmk ar r!.e
preparedness of ihLeb!lieaucracy in the form o f ~ 1 - 5civil service. I t is r
[his reasc;n that s c 5 : i :::: ;pace is given to civil \;:!vice reforms (CSR !:!

'

this chapter. However, let us briefly examine what bitrenucracy means,
and why its study is necessary.

Why study bureaucracy?
"That stupid bureaucrat. " "That dumb bureaucracy! " Who has not felt thls
way at one time or aoiher'? When we ar agesent from one office to the
other without g e d i q the information we want;when f o m are f e ~ ~ e d i
us because of some inconsequential omission; when rules are i f such
complexity that no two people understand them d i e - these are the times
when we thkk of bureaucracy. Bureaucracy is often used as an epithet
connoting ifiefficiency and confusion in government or elsewhere, such ds
in the universities. But this IS not ~ t only
s
rneanhg, and it is not the way .
the word wi!l be u e d in this work.
If you alone ha3 the job of collecting the dues In 3 small fraternity, you
could proceed at your own discretion. However, if five persons had th~s
job in a large club, they would find it necessary to organize their work, lest
some members were asked for dues repeatedly and others never. If
hundreds of persons had the assignment of collecting taxes from the citizens
of a city or state, thelr work would have to be organized systematically to
prevent chaos. The type of organizstion designed to accomplish large-scait:
administrative tasks by coordinating the work of many people systematically is called bureaucracy. The basic characterizing elements of bureaucracy are specialization, a hierarchy of authority, a sysrern of rules, and
impersonality. The concept of bureaucracy, according to Blau and M e F
('1990),
applies to organizing principles that are intended to achieve control
and'c&rdination
of work in larger organizations. Since control and
coordlration are required-in most large oigruzizations nowadays, bureaucracy is not confined to government but is found in business, voluntarl
organizations, and wherever administrative tasks are mdertaken.
Control and coordination are not, of course: ends in themselves. E l e Y
are means towards the end of administrative efficiency, of completing
successfully large and complicated tasks that no individual person could
accomplish alone. The 'organizing principles of bureaucracy thus have be
purpose of creati~gefficient organizations. not inefficient ones. But simply
Secsuse bureaucracy is intended as an efficient form of organizati~ndS9
not mean that it always achieves efficiency. Ciitics of bureaucrW'
that its principles are inherently inefficient, and many citizens who
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irritiited by unresponsive and sometimes inept government agencies tend to
agree.
Interestingly, while the term bureaucratic is ohen used as a synor_ymfor
ineBciznt, at other times it is used to imply ruthless efficiency. The
German sociologist,~axWeber, who is easily associated with the concept
of bureaucracy, held bureaucracy to be so efficient that its power was
"over-towering"; Weber's American contemporaries, such as Woodrow
Wilson. also worried considerably that the power of a large civil service
organized according to bureaucratic principles would be inconsistent with
democratic governance. Contemporary critics of both the polltical left and
right also f e x the power of bureaucracy. The left blames bureaucratic
institurions for many of the evils of the world - the domination of weak
nations by imperialist powers, the oppression of poor people, the uncertainties facing today's youth. The right blames bureaucracy for inflation, high
taxes, and the sapping of individual initiative by excessive regulation.
There is some truth .inall these allegations, but there is also much
exaggeration.
The criticisms of bureaucracy levelled by the political right and left can
be understood as a result of its ethnical neutrality. Bureaucratrc admini. stration can be used as an instrument of economic domination, or it can be
used to curb inequities that would arise if economic forcis were permitted
'to operate without restraint. Bureaucratic administration is necessarily
I employed to administer health and social service programmes, whether
; governmental or private, whose purpose is to sustain the sick and needy
challenge for democratic societies and those struggling to be derno1 The
cratic, like Nigeria, is to gain and maintain control over their bureaucracies
Iso that they function for the benefit of the commonwealth rather than for
that of bureaucrats theniselves or of special interest.
Learning to understand bureaucracies is more important today than it
ever wss. It has moreover special significance in a democracy. In
:addition, the study of bureaucratic organizations makes particular contribution to the advancement of sociological knowledge. The activities of
-bureaucrats touch on our daily lives negatively or positively The civil
Service is the main weapon of government when policy implementation is
at issue. it is not only a typical public administration outfit but bureaucratically structured. This is probably why the changes that are currently
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taking place in the service by way of reforms are given due attentionhere.
To those changes we now turn.

Civil Service Reforms (CSR)
The civil service
Th2 civil service is the major instrument used by government to implement
its policies. It is composed of the ministries and departments of government and the bureaucrats and professionals who work in them. Its importance is such that even other bodies (such as the military, universities, 6 n
other parastatals) which are also used to implement specific aspects of
government policies are themselves guided and controlled through the cibii
service . As the primary and private instrument of government, its nature.
effectiveness, and response cannot escape the constant
mention of
government (Phillips 1992).
w

Civil service refonns in Nigeria

'The search for a more responsive and effective civil service in Nigeria h=
continxed for quite sometime. Between 1954 and 1998 there has been 31
least eight major civil/public service Review Commissions: Gorsuch
( 1954). Mbanefo (l959), Morgan (l964), Elewood (1966), Adebo (1971).
Udoji ( 1974), Philips' 1988 Reforms, and Ayida (1997). Out of the el$[.
four appear to have made major changes in the character and structure of
the civil service. These are Gorsuch (1954), Udoji (1974), the 198s
Rzforms. and Ayida (1997).
The question is, have the reforms ever made the civil service ~-I-KH~
effective? The answer is no. The situation is so because the politiciarS X C
corrupt and civil servants have been operating under abnormal sitWicm
most of tkc time - mili,tary government, emergency government. a Besides. the reforms are based on a theoretical framework.
thmghout the nearly four decades of its post-independence life.
Nigerian civil service has had to confend with major institutional
structural problems. which, in no small measure, combined nWJr.w
drastically weaken its capacity to'perform but also its credibility inthe hcc
of boih government and the general public. The 1988 and 1997 refonrs.
were instituted against this background. The rationale for the refom'+
becomes obvious from the myriad of problems which had bedevillcdl
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civil service and which had severely constrained its efficacy. Little wonder
professionalization, financial control, and accountability as well as trair?i.n.g
are central to the last two reforms. The Ayida (1997) reform goes hr?her
10 use downsizing as. a strategy for improving the profile of the civil
service.

Perspective on civil sentice reforms: nheoretica!foundations of CSR
Civi! service reform (CSR)programmes are increasingly being adopted in
several African countries. In r a n y cases they are closely linked to
structural adjustment efforts. The results have been made and the
effectiveness of the aid provided in support of these programmes has
sometimes been limited (Wescott 1996). This point of view is the case with
Nigeria. Indeed the Ayida (l9)7) CSR was occasioned by the Structural
Adjustment Programme. The fociis of the reform was to realize some of
the conditionalities of the IMFtWorld Bank Loan.
One of the most accepted realities of the CSR is that sustainable results
are slow in coming. Wescott (1996) argues two stages in a framework that
explains CSR. First, African governments will inevitably adopt the
classical model of rational meritocracy, although not different rates, and
often with major setbacks along the way. Second, the same underlying
forces will also lead to economic and political Iiberalhtion. also at
different speeds and with setbacks.
Rational meritocracy The first proposition of the inevitable triumph of the
rational, meritocratic models may at first seem at odds with recent
experience. The massive administrative reform efforts undertaken in the
context of structural adjustment programmes over the past decade have
brought the issue of civil service effectiveness to h e forefront of the
management development debate, The reason is that the rational, hierarchical, meritocratic model has failed in many African countries including
Nigeria. Governments are not able to ca+ out the bask functions of
formulating policies, delivering services and maintaining infrasacturc
(Esman 1988).
According to this model, complex tasks are divided h i e m x h i d Y
sihple o m , many of which un be carried out as a mvrcr of r o d @signmeat of compk%versus mutine tasks is then e d
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relativz positions in meritocracy. There are traditional forms of sociai and
formal organizations in Africa that have this character. .
Yet efforis to promote this m o d 4 in African governments have had
preserve effecis on incentives, encouraging 'rent-seeking', 'free-loading1,
and other unintended outcomes (Goldsmith 1992). The reason is that many
African civil szrvices, exemplified by Nigeria, have two competing goals:
[ask performance/service delivery on the one hand, and political incoporation on the other. The farmer is subject to administrative reform, but is
often a secondary goal. The latter is often the primary goal, ie the incorporation of a politically selected group as a means of political control, on
terms which concede to most of them a right not to a say in government
policies. buc to a place, albeit a subordinate one, in the hierarchies o f
polirical control. Political incorporation through patronage is an effective
controlling tool by the political elite, because jobs are scarce, and, as a
result. there is pressure on civil servants at all levels to behave parricularisticaliy by extended family members, ethnic affi!iates, schoolmates, and
so forth !Blunr and Jones 1992).
The cent:al fiatures of such bureaucracies i x l u d e solidarity, the
relntivc insignificanci: of specialized experts' knowledge to bureaucratic
roles, inlport~ntrules neither transparent nor codified. a forgiving attitudc
to rnisdemianour and poor pcrfarnmance of assigned roles, and jdiosyncr:~ric
bureaucratic career. Reforms such as downsizing and rightsizing d o nor
o d y threaten [he crueirs of civil servants but the system of political conml
and stabi!ity. These reforms also threaten the well-being of the network of
relatives supported by the job holder.:
This is important in Nigirin
because of the abswci of social security safety nets provided by the s t m .
Leaders in such a setting may take advantage of downsizing programmes
co get r ~ of
d political opponents and to refill the position with relatives
ethnic cohors.
How can African governments achieve a ~nerirocraticsystem? Sorne
stress the need for a cop-dowrz'politically-driven reform process. Thus
Werlin (1993). citing examples of countries such as Korea. argues lhaL
reforming central bure3ucracies is primarily a problem of political wiil
government's capacity to effectively use persuasive and m a n j ~ u
(rather than coercive and corrupting) forms of power. Esman (1991 :
139). on the other hand. advocates a ?bbttom-up" approach to admi.'-.
strative reform as more effective than !he comprehensive system . .
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rnanage.nlent and reform strategies, which, he claim, disrupt familiar
mutize:: d2,r.: thiaaten estabiisnea centres of powers without demomtrating
convincingly their efficqcity. He prescribes, instead, incremental,
confidznce-Luilding measures, such as training, new technologies intr*
duced with staff participation and focused at the level of individual
programmes or organizations.
Whether through a top-down, bottom-up or some hybrid process,
Fakuyama (!992) notes that rational meritocracy will increasingly be forced
dn governments. According to him there is considerable historical
,evidence that states that do not adopt sbch a structure will be defeated
rnilitar~l~'
or overthrown by rivals that do. Even though the federal
character princ~pteis ~nstitutedin the Federal Civil Service and other publ~c
bureaucracies, Nigeria will inevitably move towards a rationalized meritocratic system without deviating from the federal character principle.

{ 'Economic

and dentocrdc liberalism Wescott (1996), in his second
i:theoretical framework. argues that meritocracy and markets are making a
comeback in Africa, and that there is no going back. However, there is
still one mlsslng piece. which, accordmg to him, is liberal democracy
There is considerable evidence from around the world @at liberal democracy
usualiy goes a l m s with economic development (Fakuyarna 1995).
Democracies are better able than other systems to adjudicate conflicts
among
the proliferaring interest groups
More importantly , dernoI
j cracies offer formal rxogn~tionof the dignity and worth of every human
\ being. Democracy allows everyone the freedom to make money and climb
Out of poverty, but it doesn't promise the elimination of poverty. What it
comises is to value eachcitizen at their own sense of:self-worth, no matter
iheir race, religion, or ethn~cgroup. It promises that every adult citizen
bs the right to participate in the govcrment that establishes these rights.
People can vote, run for office, write newspaper editorials supporting
ktdidhtes or positions, or serve in the civil ssrvice.
" There is no necessary link between democracy and market economic
helopment. If anything, democracy is a drug on economic efficiency.
hey decisions are often made in democracies on the basis of popular
!peals, and yet the people are often poorly informed as to the economic
?sequences of these policies. However, economic development creates
jnditions that make democracy more likely for two reasons. First.
kcation and technologically expanding media teach people that they are

1.
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humzo hemps with digcity, arc! !h2t !hey, anght to have that dignil!
reccgnired. Second, education breaks down old class barriers by favourins
cquaiiry of opportunity. This leads to greater mobility, which in
profimtcj cht spread of democratic ideas. The civil service is most
ro grow and be more efficaciocs under such condicions.

1
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Ci;, ii szrvise reform is a process of moving towards meiitocr.icy in :;;::
c n e x t f c o m i c liberalization. It is SAP-driven an;! its ?io:fis :S
ia~!:.-r lmg, needing a multidisciplinary undenakkg. Generally, i * ~ ; ..?
,
.. .
broad straczgies are adopted in implementing civil service reforms, nan~tlv
,
.
* 2
-2
~~?si:r:uiot:d
derdopt?mt and cupucity huildirzg.

<
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imaz~itiorrddevelopnet~tCivil service reform may include a wide airy, o i :J
insii[utio~:d development interventiow, some of which are improve:nerts
in persoanel mai!agement systems and procedures, and downsizing :J
programmes.
,
Impro~ementof personnel nlanagement systems involves a couple ur-,i
aCWtttcS. In N~geriat h ~ shas entailed staff training and deve!opn:tr.!.
promouon of staff based on performance, selectiorl of stsff w;[h kighrj
li~eracyIzvzIs and cognate skrlh. Civil service reforms also give n\c: !G t
erlhanczd salary and other benefits in order 10 retain high profile staff
thz problem is, how far have the increases in u.l;es been com~er:tr;"
enough to keep professionals in the servlce? nere
1s no doubt t.hl in+:
Niger12 and many other African countries the weahess of hkir currefic:ael?
2
inflation, combmed with rapid rises in public tyil,cl!oymens 2nd s t ~ g m : i x j
declining revenues have led to c o m ~ c n j a t i owell
~ beiow the m m i ? ; u - ;
needed for the basic necessities of !iving in zrban cenae.
Downsizing is one of the most controversijt civi!~micerefom. cc-I
ill '
iZad
RmXS. Downsizing programmes, which include fie
Cost of the civil service to an affordable afld su&nable levei. &!
BovemmepJto
cun[ribute to macro-economic ~(abilizntio~
and
budgewry stability (Wescott 1997). The 1997 civil service refom $
Nigeria included a downsizing component, which is r e f e n d to as
nlctW
ali~arionand retrencheM of staff. It affected not ody rhe civil re ,
*i
ellra-dttXid38eala
staff of pvernfnent parastatals and
ge~nl.
md rirightsiziing progr-e.s
&auld. v b PLLS- $1

$

4

&f:i

w?
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ministerial reviews, because these will identify redundant posts and
n r r r n n n ~ l !I?
!aid cff, Pzyiz;: cff sf wo:!:c,
in pcblic 2gei;ci~; Las
; l ~ a ~ , ~ ' & ean-xiated
n
with problems ranging from fierce acrimony.
antsgonism, arid misinterpretation or misapplication of the guidelines. Ar
P ,times, this is so in order to get iid of taigeted individuals and indil!iduals
perceived as dis!oyal. This defeats the object of downsizing as the money
spent on litigations and compensations is fsr more than the expected gains.
3 Besides, no sooner than any downsizing exercise is taken th;n pditicians
-1 till up the gap a2sin with sons, daughters, and friends of loyalists by way
!-of extension of. unnecessary patronage. The long-run gain of fiscal savings
is therefore doubtful.

I
1
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Capacity buildrngjor rrhproved service d e l i v q In addition to fiscsl stabilization, improving service delivery is an ultimate goal of civil service
reforms There are two types of services needing improvenent:services
p r o v i d d by one government agency or another. and services provided by
goverxnenr to citizens. Both types can be provided directly by the govemj m z r ijr subcontracted through an NGO or private c o n p n y under govemmeni supervision. Capaciry building involves scaling up the outfits
$ qualitatively ar.2 quantitatively so that government can be seen as rendering
3
:j effective service.
:t The first type of service, government-to-government, is important
vital to ensure that rural health clinics have adequate
.:7:becausz i: IS
'+?~upplies
and can pay their staff. Without supplies and regular pay c h e c k ,
'-::len4c.e dellvery will suffer.
Thus,according to Hilderbrand (1994). capacity building for i m p r o k d
"-:service delivery often features in African civil service reforms. It is close\y
5 -;
3finked w i h institutional development. Cr;pacity is the ability to perform the
;appropriate +asks. I t is not just ,anorganization's human resources skill
'-,-,Ptofile or overall efficiency, it is part of an active process. Capacity relates
b what is required for a particular organization to achieve its purposes
&5+
:?ffectively, efficiently, and sustainabiy .
Cupaciry buiiding interventions are those focused on hie p e r f o m a x e
'?f' specific tasks, while institutional development interventions are more
z:%d-based.
Yet capacity building is more dependent on, and necessary
-=OLinstih?tionaldevelopment. It is dependent because neither individual
3
6 organiiational perfomqce- can improve without appropriate
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service.wi11 be freer to carry out its functions with less constr
recognition of the dignity and worth of every human being will 1
There will be freedom1 and human performance will be at its 1
Civil service reforms are impleaented minding two
institutional development and capacity building for improk
delivery. But whichever strategy is being adopted, there is an
fact that workers are suffering as none is receiving a decent w:
who are comfortable are those who are corrupt. They are stil
likely to be affected in any retrenchment exercise incidental to c
reforms.
Civil service reform! is beneficial if :it is: done for the
improving the capacity of the service. It could improve servic
which is a centrzl aim of puSlic administration. If it is an e
removing 'enemies', then the associated long-xun gains woul
pains for everybody, including the government.
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listration in
SRs) as an
vice reform
endeavour.
)f planning,
~lblicsector.
listration in
hkpresen~
tenets. The
the state. is

;onornic and
: a comeback
the civil
Irv
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